DIGITAL LEARNING
FLEXIBLE

INNOVATIVE

FUN AND
INTERACTIVE

AKTEOS has developed a digital learning offer based on latest
developments in the way we learn to exceed our clients’
expectations and strengthen our position as innovative leader.
This offer is scalable and accessible to a wider audience, available
in English and French, and can be either deployed 100% digital,
with or without accompanying coaching, or as Blended Learning.

EXAMPLE OF BLENDED LEARNING IN 3 STAGES:
• 1 h e-learning to help the participants discover the
fundamental concepts of culture and prepare themselves
for the face-to-face training.
• 1 day face-to-face or 3 x 2h virtual training to enhance the
intercultural awareness and apply intercultural tools and
concepts.
• 1 h e-learning to reinforce the intercultural knowledge and
skills.

E-LEARNING MODULES
The AKTEOS e-learning catalogue includes country specific and
transversal modules, developed based on the Nomad’ Profiler.
Making use of various media such as videos, learning comedy,
cartoons, animations, motion pictures, whiteboards, examples,
practical case studies, exercises, quizzes, etc., AKTEOS has built
its educational architecture around innovative, fun and interactive
learning tools.

AKTEOS e-learning enables you to train
all employees around the globe on the
same content.

It also allows trainees to learn at their
own pace, in a short period of time
(each module takes 1 hour).

The modular, versatile and adaptable
e-learning journey can be customized to
the needs of each participant.
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100% Digital & SCORM compliant
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Cultural Filters: including videos to explain how to leverage
from intercultural learning for business performance.
Cultural Indicators: featuring a learning comedy to explore
in a fun way how to use your cultural profile and to decipher
intercultural situations.
Country Specific Modules (USA, France, etc.): cartoons &
activities to help decode behaviours and learn to work more
effectively with other cultures.

